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Francesca Buoninconti

LOOK WHO’S TALKING

predator
Predatore aereo

Danza dell’acqua
A journey in animal communication

Ricevutoalerted
il segnale,
group
tutti tornano alle tane
by the sentinel

«Animal communication involves deception and outright lies. Animals
know how to lie, especially when it comes to reproduce or eat, they take
no prisoners. All is fair in love and... when it comes to eat, and animals
often demonstrate to have a social intelligence that is not so different
from ours. In short, welcome to a world made of honest, liars, selfish and
boasters.»

sentinel
Sentinella

F

Text, Illustrations (black and
white pencil and
watercolor)
Subject: Natural science,
etiology
Pages: 432

jump-yip
Jump-yip

A BOOK ABOUT
THE MOST FASCINATING AND CURIOUS
COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
IN THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

rom our garden to the rainforests, from the neighborhood park to the
Per effetto
della
vibrazione
del animal
busto,
depths
of the
oceans,
the
world brims with messages. There are
l’acqua sul dorso dell’alligatore zampilla
those who sing like nightingales, even underwater, and those who use special
sounding boxes such as their bladders. Others use smells and scents, or let
their colour do the talking. And there are even those who lie. But what do they
say to each other?
Do birds really sing every time they open their beaks? Why does singing exist
in the animal kingdom? What goes through the head of a gazelle being chased
by a predator that starts jumping instead of running away? Are fish really as
dumb as the saying goes? Do dolphins call each other by name? If one of these
questions ever popped into your mind, this is the book for you.
Il rituale di corteggiamento messo in scena dai maschi dgli alligatori del Mississippi
(Alligator
mississippiensis) is
prevede
dei “muggiti”
in si bemolle
eseguiti
posturafor Città
Francesca
Buoninconti
a scientific
journalist.
She
hasnella
worked
HOTA e una danza dell’acqua.
della Scienza and for Radio3 Rai. Her previous book, Senza confini (Codice,
2019), was shortlisted for the 2019 Galileo Prize for scientific popularisation.
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Original title: Senti chi
parla (2021)

Breaching
di una megattera

Flipper-slapping

Milly Barba, Debora Serra

Agnese Collino

Unknown stories of forgotten scientists

How polio changed our society

GENIUSES IN THE SHADOWS

THE TEN DIMES DISEASE

The story of a now-forgotten disease that changed the way society deals
with major epidemics. Polio represents the prototype of many scientific
and medical media events, and the first disease of contemporary society.

A

P

ccidental events and coincidences have often changed the fate of
breakthrough researches, cornering some of the most brilliant minds in
human history.
Thirty-five years before Alexander Fleming, Penicillin was studied by a
scientist in Molise, southern Italy. Cephalosporins were discovered in a
laboratory at the University of Cagliari, Sardinia, in the middle of WWII.
Why Otto Hahn stolen from her friend and former laboratory colleague Lise
Meitner the discovery of nuclear fission? And was Ida Noddack really
boycotted by Enrico Fermi?
From chemistry to medicine, physics, biology and mathematics, Geni
nell’ombra tells the stories of some of the true protagonists of the most
incredible scientific discoveries, who often had their ideas stolen from them.

Text, no illustrations
Subject: history of science
Pages: 208
Original title: Geni
nell’ombra (2021)

olio was not the most frequent or deadly disease of its time, but it became
the greatest fear of Americans since the atomic bomb due to a major
political push, the huge media attention and the strong impact of the
disabilities it caused.
Agnese Collino traces the story of polio from the revolutionary charity
campain started by Franklin Delano Roosevelt (who had himself contracted
polio) to the superstar scientists, from the vaccine race to the birth of intensive
care wards, and shows how the fight against polio created innovations that are
still part of our everyday lives, and unveils how polio changed the relationship
between science and society and our very definition of disease.

Milly Barba is Head of marketing and Communication in a technology
company, and has more than a decade of experience in scientific
communication.

Text, illustrations (black and
white)

Debora Serra writes about science and medicine on the websites of public
institutions, and designs and implements scientific communication projects and
festivals.

Pages: 208

Agnese Collino is a molecular biologist and scientific supervisor at the
Umberto Veronesi Foundation, one of the Italian leading center for cancer
research. She writes and organizes workshops and events about health.

Subject: history of
medicine

Original title: La malattia da
dieci centesimi (2021)

.

Daniela Ovadia, Fabio Turone

Enrico Alleva

WHEN SCIENCE MAKES MISTAKES

THE ANIMAL MIND

Stories of deviant science as an antidote to its instrumentalisations.
A chronicle when scientists “make mistakes”, are discovered, rectify their
mistakes or threaten those who expose the deception.

A wise and entertaining book that helps us get to know better the other
“guests” of our planet (animals), but also to understand ourselves and our
place in the world.

T

I

Daniela Ovadia is a journalist and researcher in the field of bioethics and
ethics of scientific research. She published È la medicina, bellezza! (with Silvia
Bencivelli, Carocci, 2016).

Enrico Alleva is an etiologist and writer. His publications include Il tacchino
termostatico (Theoria, 1990) and Consigli a un giovane etologo (Muzzio, 2003).

here is the great science, which advances knowledge and improves living
conditions, but there is also a different science, marked by fraud and
misconduct. And if the scientific community has always found within itself the
antibodies to counteract such drifts, today these verification mechanisms are
struggling to keep pace with the enormous increase in production and
scientific competition, as the recent pandemic has shown.
Daniela Ovadia and Fabio Turone, journalists and experts in research ethics,
describe science as essential but also as subject to the mistakes and distortions
of any human activity. Recognising those mistakes and distorsions, and isolate
them, is therefore fundamental to preserving the value of scientific research as
an instrument of knowledge of reality.

Text, no illustrations
Subject: philosophy of
science
Pages: 208
Original title: Scienza
senza maiuscola (2021)

Fabio Turone is the director of the Zoe Agency for Scientific Journalism and of
the Centre for Ethics in Science and Journalism. He is the president of the
Science Writers in Italy (SWIM) association.

.

n this books there is a peacock that knows how to tame its human hosts,
there are men and black rats, and mice that are self-aware.
There are social insects that regulate the balance of the planet, crafty hens who
choose their mate, bears and wolves. With this book, you’ll learn about the
dog’s sense of guilt, the real danger of pit bulls, the great invasion of starlings
in the city, the extraordinary refinement of the bat brain, the genius of the
octopus and the complex sociality of the shark. And finally, you’ll learn
something more about… the seal’s voice.
More than ten years after the first, successful edition, a small, great classic of
Italian scientific non-fiction is back: a book that revealed the secrets, the
“behind-the-scenes” and curiosities of the animal world.

Text, no illustrations
Subject: natural science
Pages: 256
Original title: La mente
animale (2021)

Emanuela Grigliè, Guido Romeo

Alessandro De Angelis

GENTLEMEN’S ONLY

GALILEO GALILEI’S “DISCOURSES AND MATHEMATICAL
DEMONSTRATIONS RELATING TO TWO NEW SCIENCES”
FOR THE MODERN READER

«At the current rate, it will take 280 years to achieve gender parity in
computer science and 258 years in physics, also because the information
system is still very male-centric: for example, eight out of ten news stories
are about men.»

A

D

Emanuela Griglié is a journalist, she writes for “la Stampa” about digital
culture and gender issues.

With a new version of the original Galilei’s drawings, digitally restored in
collaboration with the National Library in Florence.

new generation of female leaders is taking on the world. The glass ceiling
creaks, but another one, stronger and invisibile, is hiding behind. It’s made
of data, elements that nowadays are crucial to determine how to design our
cars and cities, but also most life-saving drugs and AI systems. That’s why
women have a 75% greater chance of dying for a collater effect of a drug and
an 18% greater chance of dying in a car accident. The word is changing, but
too slowly. Gentlemen’s only is a journey in the sexism of data and proposes
how to fight it for a better society for women but also – surprise – for men.

iscourses and Mathematical Demonstrations Relating to Two New Sciences
represents the summa of Galileo’s philosophical and physical theory, included
by Stephen Hawking in the five most important books of all the history of science.
This work led to Isaac Newton’s Principia and to experimental science. However,
reading Galileo Galilei is not simple, but Alessandro De Angelis ‘traslated’ the
Discourses and Mathematical Demonstrations Relating to Two New Sciences for
the modern reader, and now Galileo’s legagy can be passed to future generations,
helping them to understand one of the primary sources of scientific theory.

Guido Romeo is a journalist for “Il Sole 24 Ore” specialized in economics and
innovation. He is the author of Silenzi di Stato. Storie di trasparenza negata e di
cittadini che non si arrendono (Chiarelettere, 2016, with Ernesto Belisario).
Text, no illustrations
Subject: gender studies,
current affairs

Text, illustrations (black and
white)

Alessandro De Angelis is Professor of Experimental Physics at the universities of
Padua and Lisbon. His most recent book is L’enigma dei raggi cosmici (Springer,
2012).

Subject: History of science

Pages: 160

Pages: 208

Original title: Per soli
uomini (2021)

Original title: Discorsi e
dimostrazioni matematiche
intorno a due nuove
scienze di Galileo Galilei
per il lettore moderno
(2021)

Foreign sales: English (Springer)

Vittorio Pellegrini

Alberto Piazza

THE JOURNEY OF THE ELECTRON

GENETICS AND DESTINY

On Identity, Memory and Evolution
«It is said that cultural identity evolves the same way the biological identity
evolves, but cultural identity is like a phoenix: we do know it exists, but we
don’t know where it is.»

F

or centuries, the atom represented the constitutive elementary fragment of
matter. But in 1987, an English scientist revealed that a corpuscole two
thousand times smaller than the atom is responsible for the electrical signals
propagation. J.J. Thomson introduced the electron to the world, and started
one of the most compelling chapters of the history of human progress. In a
journey started less than a century ago, the electron changed, adapting to new
knowledge and new scientific rules, and allowing the rise of the technologies
taht changed our lives, such as transistors, laser and X-rays. Vittorio Pellegrini
takes us to this extraordinary journey and promises: the best is yet to come.

G destiny, considering certain determinist interpretations of the role
enetics is a subject that is often associated with the concept of

Alberto Piazza

GENETICA
E DESTINO

Riflessioni su identità,
memoria ed evoluzione

Alberto Piazza is Professor Emeritus of Human Genetics at the University of
Turin. He worked with Luca Luigi Cavalli-Sforza, with whom he published the
fundamental Storia e geografia dei geni umani (Adelphi, 1997).

Vittorio Pellegrini graduated in Physics at the Scuola Normale Superiore of
Pisa, and worked in several univestities and research institutes. He is the author
of almost 200 scientific papers published in important international scientific
journals. He also owns almost 200 patents.
Text, no illustrations
Subject: physics, history of
science
Pages: 240
Original title: Il lampo
dell’elettrone (2021)

played by genes that have been developed. Reality, however, is far more
complex, and Genetics and Destiny explores the biological, moral and
cultural identity of the human being, finding that space where biology,
philosophy, literature and medicine meet. From Primo Levi to Mozart,
form Charles Darwin to Achille Campanile, geneticist Alberto Piazza
delivers a passionate work about identity, memory and ethics.

Text, illustrations
(black and white)
Subject: genetics,
philosophy, literature,
history, evlutionary theory
Pages: 176
Original title:
Genetica e destino.
Rflessioni su identià,
memoria ed evoluzione
(2020)

•

Shortlisted for the most important Italian prize for popular science books: Premio Galileo

Bruno Codenotti, Mauro Leoncini

Viola Bachini, Maurizio Tesconi

The Great Ideas that Led to the Digital Revolution

Stories of Social Bots and Digital Liars

Bruno Codenotti and Mauro Leoncini tell us the great “silent revolution”
that led to the lifechanging computer revolution, because even if
algorithms and AI are part of our daily life... do we really know how they
were created and how they work?

From the racist bots of Microsoft to the trolls of the US Presidential
campaign up to the false followers of Italian politicians, Fake people tells
the story of one of the most controversial phenomena of social media.

T scientific revolution, which produced important results, raised

T across a false profile. As well as individuals who do not state their

THE SILENT REVOLUTION

FAKE PEOPLE

he noisy revolution of digital technology was preceded by a silent

oday, on the social media, there is a very high probability of coming

fundamental questions and transformed the way we interpret notions
that concern mathematical demonstration, the representation of
information and human creativity itself. Understanding this
transformation is the first fundamental step towards a greater
awareness with regard to the changes generated by the digital age in
which we are living.

Bruno Codenotti is a writer and teaches Information Technology at the
Institute of Information Technology and Data Communication at the CNR (Italian
Research Council) Pisa.

Text, illustrations (black and
white)
Subject: Mathematics, IT
Pages: 246
Original title:
La rivoluzione silenziosa.
Le grande idee
dell’informatica alla base
dell’era digitale (2020)

Mauro Leoncini is professor of Information Technology at the Institute of
Information Technology and Data Communication at the CNR (Italian Research
Council) Pisa.

Text, illustrations
(black and white)
Subject: current affairs,
technology
Pages: 176
Original title:
Fake people. Storie di
social bot e bugiardi
digitali (2020)

own identity, social bots can be encountered: these are automated
programs which hide algorithms that are so sophisticated that they
cannot be distinguished from people in flesh and blood. The social bots,
used for a huge variety of purposes, are not all the same: there are the
‘good’ ones, which for example automatically send a tweet in the case
of an earthquake, but there are also less virtuous ones… This book tells
the story of this variegated universe: from the racist bots of Microsoft
to the trolls in the US presidential campaign up to the false followers of
Italian politicians, via the swindle of the algorithm which shot up the
price of the shares of a phantom company to the stars. It is a
fascinating account accompanied by interviews with the most
important professionals in the sector, to reveal the challenges faced by
those who create the bots and those who hunt them down.
Viola Bachini is a scientific communicator, author and writer of school
textbooks. She works with universities to disclose research results.
Maurizio Tesconi is an expert in cyber intelligence, a hunter of social bots and
in charge of the WAFI (Web Application for the Future Internet) laboratory of the
CNR (Italian Research Council).

• Winner of the Premio nazionale di divulgazione scientifica Dosi (category E, Scienze giuridiche,
economiche e sociali)
•

Foreign sales: Serbian (Informatika)

Marco Boscolo, Elisabetta Tola

Francesca Buoninconti

A Journey to Discover Agricultural Biodiversity

The Extraordinary Stories of Migratory Animals

REDISCOVERED SEEDS

WITHOUT BORDERS

From Senegal to Indonesia, from Iran to the United States, a great on-theroad account to get to know the farmers of today who are proving that an
alternative to the model of the multinationals’ agribusiness does exist.

I

Text, no illustrations
Subject: current affairs,
environment, biodiversity

n the early 20th century, the Russian geneticist Nikolaj Vavilov
travelled halfway round the world and studied methods to produce
new varieties of plants which would yield more and be adapted to the
different climates in the Soviet Union. In a veritable on-the-road story
which goes back over some of the stages of Vavilov’s journey, Marco
Boscolo and Elisabetta Tola introduce us to the ‘guardians’ of
agricultural biodiversity who have learned his lesson: researchers,
farmers and new artisans who are innovating farming by recovering
local varieties and seeds that risk disappearing, replaced by industrial
products that are the same all over the world but not very adapted to
meeting the effects of climate change. There is no trace of nostalgia in
this journey, but a new idea of innovation fuelled by a global network
– Senegal, Ethiopia, Iran, Indonesia, France, United States and Italy –
which is offering models of production and different supply chains to
guarantee, following in Vavilov’s footsteps, that despite the climate
upheavals that we will have to face, nobody must suffer hunger.

E seen: migration. A highly fascinating journey without borders, full of
very year nature offers one of the most incredible sights that can be

Text and maps

mysteries to be revealed. Billions of animals on the move travel across
our planet. Small or large, on their own or in groups, they cover tens of
thousands of kilometres in flight, walking or swimming, facing
difficulties and dangers, on treacherous routes that often cost them
their lives. The giants of the world, whales, migrate and some of the
most graceful creatures, butterflies, migrate; as do birds, terrestrial and
flying mammals, fish, amphibians reptiles, all sorts of insects and other
invertebrates, such as crabs, above all suspicion. On this journey, many
undergo incredible transformations, others are as punctual as Swiss
watches, to the point that a calendar can be established, other cover
distances that are equivalent to three times the journey to the Moon
and back. How do they reach their destination? How do they find their
bearings and how do they manage to return every year to exactly the
place where they were born? And above all, why do they migrate?

Subject: natural science

Pages: 298

Marco Boscolo is a journalist and a scientific writer. He has contributed to
Italian and international radio and magazines.

Original title:
Semi ritrovati. Viaggio alla
scoperta della biodiversità
agricola (2020)

Elisabetta Tola is a scientific journalist and works on data, technology, schools
and agriculture. She is the host of the radio programme Radio3Scienza and
writes for online magazines.
•

Foreign sales: Arabic (Osiris)

Pages: 224
Original title:
Senza confini.
Le straordinarie storie
degli animali migratori
(2019)

Francesca Buoninconti is a freelance scientific journalist. A naturalist by
training, after a Master’s degree in scientific journalism, she worked for Città
della Scienza, Radio Kiss Kiss and Rai Radio3. Today she mainly writes about
science, nature and the climate for various publications, including “Il Tascabile”,
“Repubblica.it”, “Micron” and “Vanity Fair”.

•

Shortlisted for the most important Italian prize for popular science books: Premio Galileo

•

Foreign sales: German (Folio Verlag), Spanish (Alianza editorial), Arabic (Osiris)

HOW DOES THOR’S HAMMER WORK?
HOW WAS THE MYTH OF THE DRAGON BORN?
WHAT DO WIZARDS AND SCIENTISTS HAVE IN COMMON?

Michele Bellone

ENCHANTMENT

Stories of Dragons, Wizards and Scientists

F creatures, and is often perceived as pure evasion into the irrational,
antasy is a genre full of magic, mysterious events and supernatural

the superstitious and the fabulous. But in many stories of heroes,
enchantresses, legendary creatures and all sorts of types of magic, there
is increasingly room for science as well. Enchantment is a journey in
search of the science hidden in many archetypes of the fantasy
narrative. How was the myth of the dragon born? What do wizards
and scientists have in common? How does Thor’s hammer work? What
impact has role-play had on the codification of magic? These are only
some of the questions that Michele Bellone, a scientific journalist
passionate about narration, tackles in the book, trying to break down
various prejudices on two worlds that are anything but irreconcilable.
Because if science can generate the magic of the fantastic, fantasy can
stimulate reflections on science.

Illustrated book
Subject: popular science
Pages: 240
Original title:
Incanto. Storie di draghi,
stregoni e scienziati
(2019)

A JOURNEY IN SEARCH OF THE SCIENCE
HIDDEN IN MANY ARCHETYPES OF FANTASY NARRATIVE

Michele Bellone is a biologist and scientific journalist. He writes for Italian
publications such as “Esquire”, “Le Scienze” and “Wired”, is passionate about
games and fiction and holds a course on these subjects in the Master’s degree
in science communication at the SISSA in Trieste.
•

Preface by Licia Troisi

•

Illustrations by Elisa Seitzinger

•

Foreign sales: Chinese (Chongqing Publishing & Media)

Anna D’Errico

Antonello Pasini

Never Underestimate the Nose

Climate Change on Fragile Landscapes

THE PERFECT SENSE

THE EQUATION OF DISASTERS

The first book that presents the impacts of climate change and its extreme
events (now stronger and more frequent) on fragile landscapes: a study to
understand how our future could be.

T years on a weapon of attack (but not fatal) based on odours that

E destroy everything in their path: why are these phenomena

he Department of Defence of the United States has been working for

arthquakes, prolonged drought, extreme events and strong tides that

can create panic. In 2018 Global Industry Analysts estimated at $45
billion the annual turnover of the fragrance industry. In short, what
revolves around our noses is apparently a serious matter. But how does
this sense of ours, which is so refined and complex and instinctive and
emotional at the same time, work? How do odours influence our
everyday lives? Why do we have two nostrils? Is it true that more than
10,000 different odours can be smelt? What is olfactory marketing?
Will digital odours exist one day? From scientific research to lots of
odd facts, Anna D’Errico takes us on a journey to discover the talents
of the human nose, describing qualities that are little known and
debunking some myths such as the idea that man has a little developed
sense of smell.

Text, illustrations
(black and white)
Subject: neuroscience
Pages: 240
Original title:
Il senso perfetto.
mai sottovalutare il naso
(2019)

Anna D’Errico, a neuroscientist, is a researcher at the Goethe Universität of
Frankfurt. Outside the laboratory she studies the use of odours in the performing
arts and curates the blog “Il senso perfetto. Di odori improbabili e puzze (im)
possibili”.

•

Shortlisted for the most important Italian prize for popular science books: Premio Galileo

Text, illustrations (full color)
Subject: current affairs,
climatology
Pages: 184
Original title:
L’equazione dei disastri.
Cambiamenti climatici su
territori fragili (2020)

increasingly frequent? Whose fault is it? Antonello Pasini analyses the
case of Italy, from the landslides and floods that affects Piedmont and
Liguria to the umpteenth occurrence of high water in Venice, and
identifies the main factors at stake, putting them into relation with one
another in what is provocatively defined the ‘equation of disasters’: the
dangerousness of weather- and climate-related events, the vulnerability
of the Italian landscape and what we, our homes and our property, are
exposed to. The conclusion is that it is not about an evil nature, but an
environment that has been disfigured by man, from the point of view of
climate and territory, to the abuses on a landscape that was already
fragile. It is a study that leads to the conclusion that only by becoming
aware of the human impact on climate and on landscape can we do
something to change course. Because not only the political decisionmakers but citizens as well have to know.
Antonello Pasini is a climatological physicist at the CNR (Italian Research
Council) and lecturer in Physics of the Climate the University of Roma Tre. He
has published numerous scientific articles in international journals. He is also an
active populariser: in 2016, his blog “Il Kyoto fisso” won the National Prize for
Scientific Popularisation. His previous books include Effetto serra, effetto guerra
(ChiareLettere, 2017) written with Grammenos Mastrojeni.

Francesco Parisi

THE TECHNOLOGY WE ARE

T banal. But do we really know what we are talking about when we
oday stating that we live immersed in technology seems almost

are talking about (or thinking of) smartphones, Apple TV and
computers? Through a close-knit dialogue between the strictest
cognitive sciences and the studies by Marshall McLuhan, but also the
cyborg movement, TV series and the cinema, psychedelic substances
and bioelectricity, Francesco Parisi offers an original reading of a word
that is so common that it has been emptied of meaning. Technology is
not only something we use, but it is something we are, an essential and
constitutive process of our being in the world and the history of our
evolution. In addition, technologies produce boomerang effects on man
that modify the starting conditions; we are always creating new
technologies because we are the ones being continuously renewed.

Pages: 240

Francesco Parisi teaches Photography and visual culture and Theory of the
Media at the University of Messina. He works on the relationship between
technologies and experience, adopting a cognitivist perspective that is rooted in
an interdisciplinary approach. His publications include Filosofia della fotografia
(with Maurizio Guerri; Raffaello Cortina, 2013).

Original title:
La tecnologia che siamo
(2019)

•

Text, no illustrations
Subject: technology,
evolution theory,
philosophy, neuroscience

Foreign sales: Simplified Chinese (Jiangsu Kuwei Culture Development)

SELECTED BACKLISTS

Andrea Grignolio

WHO’S AFRAID OF VACCINATIONS?
(new revised edition with a chapter dedicated to covid-19
vaccination)

GLOBAL HEALTH, COMMON GOOD
(new revised edition)

T

I and constantly changing world, where it is easier to travel but which

he dangerous decline in vaccinations in many developed countries is
at the centre of a lively debate which confirms how crucial this
subject is today. Vaccinations are amongst the most important scientific
discoveries for the human race, yet they continue to be considered with
suspicion by part of public opinion, the victims of campaigns of
disinformation, instrumentalization and unfounded fears. These
irrational beliefs, however, have an evolutionary explanation, without
which it will be difficult to solve the growing social opposition. This
book, which throws light on to the safety and importance of
vaccinations, is for both parents and those who want to understand the
role of vaccinations in contemporary society, where the easy access to
knowledge is both a great opportunity and a great responsibility. The
chapters follow a historical narration and conclude with a discussion of
the most recent cognitive theories to tackle this resistance to
vaccinations.

Text, no illustrations
Subject: medicine,
immunology, health
Pages: 200
Original title:
Chi ha paura dei vaccini?
(2021, new revised edition)

Paolo Vineis

Andrea Grignolio teaches History of Medicine at the Sapienza University of
Rome and carries out research on the history of vaccinations at the Université
François Rabelais of Tours. He has had an international education, which has
taken him from Paris to Boston to Berkeley. He has published in national and
international journals and writes for “La Repubblica” and “La Stampa”.

• In the final selection of the two main Italian prizes for science books: Premio Galileo and Premio
Nazionale per la Divulgazione
•

Foreign sales: English (Springer), Slovene (Založba /*cf.), Russian (Bombora/EKSMO), Estonian
(Argo)

n 2014, epidemiologist Paolo Vines described how in a globalized

is also more chaotic and difficult to control, the concepts of health and
illness are changing: they are no longer simple biological processes but
complex phenomena which involve the environmental, social,
economic, political and cultural spheres.With a new chapter dedicated
to Covid-19, Global health, common good explains that today, climate
change, migratory flows, the economic crisis and the industrialization
of food production are fundamental phenomena in order to understand
the state of well-being (or illness) of populations, and offers a strong
argument on the political level: in such a mobile and articulated
panorama, health at global level could be going towards a deterioration
similar to what happened in 2008 with the economy.

Text, no illustrations
Subject:
global health, epidemiology,
climate change

Paolo Vineis is a professor at Imperial College, London, where he teaches
Global Health, and conducts research on the environmental causes of cancer
and the effects of climate change. For Codice edizioni he has already published
Equivoci bioetici (2006) and Lost in translation (2011).

Pages: 160
Original title:
Salute senza confini
(2020, new revised edition)

•

Foreign sales: English (Springer)

Renato Bruni

Alice Pace

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: popular science
Pages: 224
Original title: Le piante son brutte bestie. La scienza in giardino (2017)

Science Under the Sheets

SCIENCE IN THE GARDEN

Foreign sales: German (Atlantik), Korean (3rd Moon),
Chinese (Guangdong Science and Technology Press)

HOT

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: popular science
Pages: 192
Original title: HOT. La scienza sotto le lenzuola (2016)

Foreign sales: German (Atlantik), Portuguese (Gradiva), Russian (Discourse)

Andrea Gentile

Davide Coero Borga

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: Popular science
Pages: 192
Original title: La scienza sotto l’ombrellone (2014)

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: popular science
Pages: 224
Original title: La scienza dal giocattolaio (2012)

SCIENCE AT THE BEACH

Foreign sales: German (hardcover Atlantik, paperback edition Blanvalet),
Greek (Patakis), Chinese (Ocean Press), Russian (Discourse)
#13 of the Summer 2015 “Der Spiegel” Best-Selling Books chart in Germany
Andrea Gentile

SCIENCE IN TV SERIES

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: popular science
Pages: 176
Original title: La scienza delle serie tv (2016)

Illustrations by Goran (goranfactory.com)
Foreign sales: German (Atlantik), Chinese (Ocean Press), Korean (Banni Publishing),
German (Audible, audiobook), Arabic (Beyrouni). Audio rights: Audible

TOYMAKER’S SCIENCE

Foreign sales: Chinese (Guangxi Normal University Press)

Davide Coero Borga

SCIENCE OF THE IMAGINATION

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: popular science
Pages: 240
Original title: Scienza della fantasia (2015)

Illustrations by Ester Chilese
Foreign sales: Chinese (Guangxi Normal University Press)

Fabio Meliciani

SCIENCE IN THE KITCHEN

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: popular science
Pages: 240
Original title: Cosa bolle in pentola. La scienza in tavola (2017)

Foreign sales: Russian (Discourse), Chinese (Guangdong Science and Technology Press)

“THE SCIENCE OF” SERIES

Renato Bruni

Maurizio Codogno

Learning Innovation from Plants

Text, Illustrations (black and white)
Subject: mathematics, popular science
Pages: 160
Original title: Matematica in pausa pranzo (2016)

ERBA VOLANT

Text, no illustrations
Subject: natural science
Pages: 256
Original title: Erba Volant. Imparare l’innovazione dalle piante (2015)

Winner of the Science Book Award 2017
Foreign sales: Chinese (China Social Sciences Press), Turkish (Kitap), French (Payot Rivages)

MATHEMATICS IN THE LUNCH BREAK

Foreign sales: Turkish (Doruk Yayınları), Chinese (ERC Media), Russian (Discourse)

Maurizio Codogno

Lisa Signorile

Text, illustrations (black and white)
Subject: mathematics
Pages: 192
Original titile: Numeralia (2019)

Everything You Always Wanted to Know
about Animals… that Nobody Knows

NUMERALIA

Foreign sales: Russian (Discourse)

THE SHORT-SIGHTED WATCHMAKER

Illustrated book, black and white
Subject: evolution theory
Pages: 232
Original title: L’orologiaio miope (2019, third edition)

Foreign sales: Catalan (Edicions Sidillà), German (Bertelsmann/Random House), Russian (Discourse)
Maurizio Codogno

MATHEMATICS IN THE COFFEE BREAK

Text, Illustrations (black and white)
Subject: mathematics, popular science
Pages: 170
Original title: Matematica in pausa caffè (2014)

Foreign sales: Turkish (Doruk Yayınları), Chinese (ERC Media), Russian (Discourse), Korean (Book’s Hill)

Lisa Signorile

BIRDS DO IT, BEES DO IT, EVEN EDUCATED FLEAS DO IT

Animals and Sex

Illustrated book, black and white
Subject: natural science
Pages: 176
Original title: Il coccodrillo come fa. La vita sessuale degli animali (2014)

Foreign sales: German (Bertelsmann / Random House)

POPULAR SCIENCE

Amedeo Balbi and Rossano Piccioni

Renato Bruni

The Men who Discovered the Big Bang

When Art Conceals Botany

Foreign sales: French (Nouveau Monde), Korean (Green Knowledge),
Portuguese (Gradiva), Spanish (Salamandra/Random House Grupo Editorial)

Foreign sales: Chinese (Beijing Quianqiu Zhiye Publishing)

COSMICOMIC

Graphic novel, full color
Subject: astrophysics
Pages: 144
Original title: Cosmicomic (2013)

MIRABILIA

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: botany, art
Pages: 288
Original title: Mirabilia. La botanica nascosta nell’arte (2018)

Claudio Bartocci and Luigi Civalleri

NUMBERS

Mara Dompè and Alessandro Blengino

LITTLE DARWIN

Children’s fiction
Illustrated book, full color
Subject: anthropology, evolution theory
Pages: 96
Original title: Little Darwin (2010)

Foreign sales: Korean (Sanha Publisher)

Everything that Counts, from Zero to Infinite

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: mathematics
Pages: 272
Original title: Numeri. Tutto quello che conta da zero a infinito (2017)

Piero Martin, Alessandra Viola

TRASH

Everything You Should Know about Waste

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: popular science
Pages: 240
Original title: Trash. tutto quello che dovreste sapere sui rifiuti (2017)

Foreign sales: Portuguese (Gradiva), Korean (Book’s Hill), Chinese (Guangdong Science and
Technology Press)

GRAPHIC NOVELS

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

ESSAYS

Johann Rossi Mason

Marc Augé

An Investigative Report on Brain Enhancement

Text, no illustrations
Subject: anthropology, globalization, current affairs
Pages: 112
Original title: Un altro mondo è possibile (2017)

BRAIN, LIMITLESS

Text, no illustrations
Subject: neuroscience, current affairs, medicine
Pages: 224
Original title:Cervello senza limiti. La prima inchiesta italiana sul potenziamento
cerebrale (2019)

ANOTHER WORLD IS POSSIBLE

Foreign sales: French (Éditions Albin Michel), Spanish (Editorial Gedisa, Spain and Latin America),
Turkish (Eksik Parça), German (Matthes & Seitz)

Daniele Gouthier

Nicla Vassallo

Exercises and Good Practices for Vulgarizers, Journalists, Teachers And
Researchers Today

What about Man? Sex, Gender and Identity

WRITING ABOUT SCIENCE

Text, no illustrations
Subject: science communication
Pages: 192
Original titile: Scrivere di scienza. Esercizi e buone pratiche per divulgatori, giornalisti,
insegnanti e ricercatori d’oggi (2019)

Massimo Polidoro

HOUDINI

Illustrated book, 100 pictures in b/w and 33 full color
subject: biography
Pages: 468
Original title: Houdini. Mago dell’impossibile (2018)

Walter Quattrociocchi and Antonella Vicini

FREE TO BELIEVE IT

Information, the Internet and Post-Truth

Text, no illustrations
Subject: current affairs
Pages: 176
Original title: Liberi di crederci. Informazione, internet e post-verità (2018)

Giovanni Amelino-Camelia

BEYOND THE HORIZON

Reflections on the Frontiers of Physics
Text, no illustrations
Subject: physics
Pages: 176
Original title: Oltre l’orizzonte (2017)

WOMAN DOES NOT EXIST

Text, no illustrations
Subject: philosophy, topical subject
Pages: 160
Original title: La donna non esiste.
E l’uomo? Sesso, genere e identità (2018)

Rudi Mathematici

COUNTING STORIES

Imaginary Problems for Real Mathematicians

Text, no illustrations
Subject: mathematics, popular science
Pages: 200
Original title: Storie che contano. Problemi immaginari per matematici reali (2017)

Paolo Iabichino

SCRIPTA VOLANT

A New Alphabet to Write (and Read) Advertising Today
Text, no illustrations
Subject: copywriting, storytelling, advertising
Pages: 180
Original title: Scripta volant (2017)

Salvatore Iaconesi and Oriana Persico

THE CURE

A Brain Cancer. Some Very Personal Open Data. An Opportunity
Narrative non-fiction
Text, illustrations (black and white)
Subject: medicine, social media
Pages: 352
Original title: La cura (2016)

Luca De Biase, Telmo Pievani

Luigi Luca Cavalli Sforza

Stories of Technologically Modified Umanity

Text, no illustrations
Subject:
anthropology, genetics, history, cultural history
Pages: 216
Original title: L’evoluzione della cultura (2004)

WHAT IT WILL BE LIKE

THE EVOLUTION OF CULTURE

Text, no illustrations
Subject: technology, evolutionism, future
Pages: 232
Original title: Come saremo (2016)

Foreign sales: French (Odile Jacob), Spanish (Anagrama), Chinese (China Social Sciences Press), Turkish
(CAN Publishing), Serbian (Informatika)

Alessandro Amato

UNDER OUR FEET

Stories of Earthquakes, Earthquake Survivors, Scientists and Charlatans
Text, no illustrations
Subject: sismology
Pages: 256
Original title: Sotto i nostri piedi (2016)

Vittorio Marchis

HOME THINGS

Small Chronicles of Domestic Technologies

FICTION

Enrico Morello

FLIPS DEPARTMENT

Pages: 264
Original title: Ufficio salti mortali (2018)

Sebastiano Mondadori

THE YEAR OF THE FOREIGNER

Illustrated book, full color
Subject: design, history of technology
Pages: 224
Original title: Le cose di casa (2014)

Pages: 192
Original title: L’anno dello Straniero (2016)

Andrea Lavazza and Luca Sammicheli

Pages: 264
Original title: Gli amici che non ho (2016)

Science Between the Mind and Law

Andrea D’Agostino

Foreign sales: Chinese (Guangdong Science and Technology Press)

THE BRAIN’S CRIME

Text, no illustrations
Subject: neuroscience, philosophy
Pages: 320
Original title: Il delitto del cervello (2012)

Luigi Luca Cavalli Sforza, Telmo Pievani

HOMO SAPIENS

The Great History of Human Diversity
Edited by Ian Tattersall
Illustrated book, 35 maps (full color)
Subject: anthropology, cultural evolution
Pages: 192
Original title: Homo sapiens (2011)

Foreign sales: Chinese (Chongqing Daily News Group Book Publishing)

Sebastiano Mondadori

FRIENDS I DON’T HAVE

I KNOW LOVE BETTER THAN YOU

Pages: 192
Original title: Conosco l’amore meglio di voi (2016)
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